Introduction to the 2018–2019 Edition

The purpose of this publication is to provide manufacturers, distributors, and the lawyers who represent them with an overview of products liability law and a guide for making and distributing safe products, complying with the laws, and documenting that compliance.

What’s New in the 2018–2019 Edition:
- The Protection of Lawful Commerce in Arms Act and Gun Manufacturer and Seller Liability (§ 1:32).
- Liability in the Artificial Intelligence Age (§ 1:39).
- Updated cases involving innovator liability for brand and generic drugs (§ 1:10).
- Updated discussions of human factors analysis and warnings, including the Consumer Product Safety Commission’s draft guidance on the Application of Human Factors to Consumer Products (§ 2:14).

Thank you for subscribing to Designing an Effective Products Liability Compliance Program. We strive each year to include the most important updates, and, as litigators, to give you practical advice on how to keep your company out of court when possible, and to provide the strongest defense when not possible. We hope you find it useful.
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